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**New Changes May Force Students To Return Early**

by Jim Owen

Effective the Spring Term, the university does exist a letter from Dr. Pence, the university registrar, containing the above paragraph, regarding the new procedures.

In the second paragraph, the registrar gives procedural changes and reasons for the increase in pre-registration fees.

The third paragraph notes that students have been forced to register with the charter of the Student Senate in advance that it may make for a more qualified decision.

---

**Proposed Changes To SGA By-Laws, passed**

Change 1: Article IV, Section 1, Paragraph A, Sub-Paragraph 2, is amended as described in Article VII, Section 3 of these By-Laws. This paragraph should then read as follows:

(1) Serve as a member of the university Board of Trustees. He will also appoint another member from the SGA as the authorized additional student member of the board, as provided in Article VII, Section 3 of these By-Laws.

Change 2: Add: Article VII, Section 3 as follows:

Section 3 in accordance with the charter of the university Board of Trustees, a student in addition to the student President must serve on the board.

A prospective candidate for this position will submit an application to the Internal Affairs Committee of the Student Senate. The application shall be reviewed by the committee and submitted with formal commendation to the President of the SGA. The President shall then appoint the representative from these applications. The student senate shall be provided with a resume of the appointee at least one week prior to a meeting at which the senate shall approve this appointment. The appointment shall be confirmed by a 2/3 vote of the senate present.

(1) Any member of the Internal Affairs Committee who submits an application shall not sit on committee meetings when applications are being reviewed.

(2) Requirements for office:

(a) Must have completed at least three trimesters at E-RAU and must be able to serve at least three consecutive trimesters excluding the trimester in which he is appointed.

(b) Must not be on academic or disciplinary probation and must remain in good standing during his term of office.

(3) Must be a full-time student and must remain full-time during his term of office with the exception of his final trimester.

(4) Term of Office:

(a) The student shall serve continuously until graduation or until he resigns or is impeached.

(b) If at any time the student leaves E-RAU, the office shall be considered vacant.

(5) The above procedures do not apply to the following:

(a) If possible, be initiated at least one month prior to the end of the term of the current representative.

(b) If due to unforeseen circumstances a one month period is not possible, these procedures shall be initiated immediately upon vacating the office. The second two-week period shall be allowed for applications to be submitted.

---

**Proposed Changes To SGA By-Laws, passed**

**President Hunt To Conduct USSR Seminar**

by Curtis J. Poree Jr.

The university plans to purchase Daytona Beach Aviation, and SGA has passed a 25% increase in Veterans’ benefits under the GI Bill. This increase is to be retroactive to September 72.

The increase was disappointing short of the proposed 47% Senate increase passed this August, with retro-activity to January 72.

The House of Representatives passed a 174 increase in March 1972 which was retroactive to January, also. The increase gives a single Veteran $24.98 more a month. A married Veteran without children can expect $52.68 more.

The minutes from Congressional Record concerning the passage and the names of the Congressmen who voted for or against the increase are available upon request from the Used Bookstore.

---
President's Corner

Eau Gallie School Trip. If anyone should see Senator Andy Anderson walking around campus this week, he should pat him on the back to show appreciation of a well done job. Approximately 100 miles from here, in Eau Gallie, there are high schools that sponsor junior ROTC programs. A couple of weeks ago, one of the school boards in the area told me that they were almost 70 percent aviation oriented in that area. In reply to his comment, I said, "What do you know about Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University?" Her reply was "Nothing." After seeing Senator Anderson's report, I assigned Senator Anderson as the chairman of the sub-committee of Education, which falls under Internal Affairs in the SGA. In a period of weeks, he contacted the school board in Eau Gallie, and met with the administration, and has come up with an SGA sponsored tour of E-RU for approximately 40 to 50 students from Eau Gallie high school. I must say, not only will this be great public relations for Central Florida, but we feel sure that after this trip, Eau Gallie students will have a favorable opinion of E-RU. Thanks again to Senator Anderson...

The Dorn Council has decided that the new Dorn Council should rather work directly with the administration in solving problems inherent in the student body. However, I would like to ask that the Dorn Council meet with me, and I would like to suggest that we form a committee which comes under HEN and is headed by Senator Randy Winters. He will be more than glad to assist the Dorn Council in any way in order to help fulfill their action for their requests.

The A & P grievances, of which there are many, are being handled by a committee. This committee is headed by Senator David Clasen. I hope that all students with any requests, grievances, or solutions to the multitude of problems, please contact Senator Clasen through his E-RAU Box No. 548.

My congratulations to the SGA for this week. For the first time in almost a year in office I have just witnessed a very efficient running of last Tuesday's Senate meeting. There were only a couple of items on the agenda which were put on the agenda by some unknown senator. I feel that this is the first time that the Senate met on time, and I feel that the Senate meetings will become more efficient in the future. I will follow in appointments appointed to the University Board of Trustees. Congratulations to Paul Mercandetti, you and your JWU Navigation Committee have done a great job recently. Unfortunately, many of our seniors, freshmen, and many others have yet to have their assignments to the new change not put through at this Senate meeting. However, I am sure that during our next Senate meeting everything will be in order.

Last week, I would like to remind all the students that the new Blood Drive will be held November 17th. Help support it! Also, the Halloween Dance is scheduled for October 31st. It will be held at the Aracena Ballroom. Costumes are in order, prizes for the best costumes, and the band will be great (Cinderblock).


LETTER TO AVION

Dear AVION:

I have very strong feelings about our excellent grade of student drivers. After I returned to school in August, my car had been parked around my building for 1 day, and the(resultant) was a flat tire. I have a good size dent which will be costly to repair. The person responsible for this was not a student. I also urge all students to attend the Student Court on Tuesday, for I feel that the issue has not been settled. It will give you an opportunity to see exactly how the Reimann administration is working. You can then formulate your own opinion.

My car was not designed for a demolition derby  and I sure don't want it to look like it has been in one.

What we need around here are people to look before putting their cars in gear. These things could be avoided and the costly repairs could be saved.

I am thankful enough to watch out for other cars and all I can ask is the same respect from you. Remember only you can help prevent this from happening again.

David Clasen

The opinions expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of the University or all members of the student body, nor do they necessarily reflect the opinion of the Student Government Association...
Dining Out Goes To Fritze's

By Charles McMahon

Fritze's Old Timers is different. Travel 4 miles south of the Orange Bridge on South Atlantic Avenue to find this unique restaurant and nightlife spot.

You enter Fritze's dining room through the lounge where the walls are covered with autographed straw hats, setting the scene for the Old Timers theme. The dining room contains large picture windows facing directly on a deserted stretch of ocean beach. The whole atmosphere is historic, and dress is strictly casual.

The meals served at Fritze's (mainly seafood and steak) are well prepared and delicious. You saladeaters will enjoy the salad bar which features eight or nine different salads and dressings. Help yourself to as much as you like! Another nice touch is the hot loaf of homemade bread served at each table.

In addition to serving great food at very reasonable prices, the Old Timers also has entertainment.

On Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays, from 9 to 1, there is a band music. Everyone joins in the fun with a lively zing—alone creating a frondiller atmosphere than you're likely to find in any other night spot in the Daytona Beach area. Give Fritze's food a try, and don't let the name Old Timers mislead you. Fritze's caters to all age groups, and all age groups join in the fun!

Sullivan Receives ROTC Student Award

By Jim Owen

William (Mike) Sullivan spent six weeks of his summer vacation at the Third Army R.O.T.C. Summer Camp, and received the Distinguished Military Student Award for his efforts.

The award is given to the Army R.O.T.C. cadet who shows outstanding military leadership and a high attitude for military training at the Summer Camp. It is usually given to someone in the top 15 in both direct and indirect mode; dropping 81 m.m. rounds; blowing hand grenades; and shooting the .45, M14, M16, M79, and L.A.W.S.

Space and editorial policy prevents me from repeating any of the stories, but if you want to listen to a couple of guys Friday crank Mike up with a few well placed questions and then relax. He's careful though; he almost talked his parents into joining Army R.O.T.C.

155 in both direct and indirect mode; dropping 81 m.m. rounds; blowing hand grenades; and shooting the .45, M14, M16, M79, and L.A.W.S.

More On Coins

By Joe Green

Collecting rotated dies is an interesting part of numismatics. It's inexpensive, makes a fascinating display, and everyone of these coin dies can be found in circulation.

If you take a coin between your fingers up-right and slowly turn it around, you can see that the obverse and reverse designs are up-side down. This is normal, however, some coins are found to have both sides up or one design rotated from 360.

This happens when a die is loose, either top or bottom, when the resulting coin will have a rotated reverse.

The bottom die, the reverse, is the one that will usually cause this error. This die is stationary, and set in place by a lock screw. A loose lock screw will cause this die to vibrate or shift.

The upper die is also set in place by a lock screw, but usually if this lock screw becomes loose the coin is blank or cut out of place.

A collection of this sort is relatively easy to collect, and makes a unique collection.

When is the sort of a value can you put on a collection of this sort? Well, it's hard to say the condition of the coins, denomination, and degree of shift is important. Usually, values are determined by demand, and what the market will bear.

Scholarships Awarded For Fall

The Scholarship Committee announces the following scholarships for the Fall Trimester: Ellis Krueger ($100), Vicki Smith ($100), Nancy Johnson ($300), William Woody ($100), Darius Daranian ($100), and Gabriel Priday ($100).

Congratulations to all recipients of these scholarships.

Scholarships

E-RAU

COINS

The Death of the Convertible

By Bob Butterworth

There were the days, Ingrid Jay's father bought a new Ford convertible every year. If questioned then, or even now, about which I liked more, Ingrid or the car that smelled of new leather and even newer canvas that I would be permitted to use when escorting Miss Jay, I would be hard put to come up with an honest answer.

An Oldsmobile convertible—a Ford convertible; the mores and morals in verse at the time was much a pervader rite as a girl whose brown eyes glistened like tidal pools and whose upturned nose supported a light dusting of freckles. Sitting in an open car under a star-filled sky, mooting lines cribbed from an Humphrey Bogart movie hasn't left any psychic scars. Too bad my kids won't be doing the same thing.

Today it would necessitate a long journey, presumably back in time, but if not, to a distance, to a place where the air is clear enough so that you can see the stars, and lonely enough so that you aren't afraid of being mugged. It's a problem.

I'm glad I don't have to work out, all of which may have some bearing on the decision of the major automobile manufacturers to discontinue building convertibles starting with the '73 model year.

The computers say that the Mr. Jays are dead. He flew fighters during the Korean War, and that may have cooled his approach to automobiles. In an open car you can't fly, and flying is something different.

But there are a number of reasons why the convertible will no longer be produced in the U.S.

The industry watchers talk about the increase in popularity of the hardtop, on top of which came the vinyl roof that gave a car the visual texture of a convertible. Add to this the consumer preference for air conditioning, they say, and also the sales of Ford convertibles dropped from a high of 123,000 in 1965 to 16,000 five years later. In addition there is the convertible's inability to resist any thief with the price of that plastic, plastic knife. Then too, there is the weather. Who wants to ride in a rainstorm?

And all this is not to mention the fact that the air in one of today's urban centers will eat through a top in less than a year.

So there you have it, the modern convertible being put down by pollution, crime in the streets, an armored car approach to safety, conformity, and computer marketing techniques that show the mass buyer what he wants. Why did it really die? The quick answer seems to be that it was an imperfect syllogy, a sign that ran head on into a changing world.

But I have other more personal reasons. We had our heads down, busy getting and spending, and when we looked up, our favorite car was gone. Yes, we were the generation that grew up knowing that man's highest attainment was a convertible, but became preoccupied with the means of attainment to allow its goal to exist.

Mr. Jay had the formula. So did Ingrid who was far ahead of her age peers. If I didn't get the girl, I got the idea. An open car was my world.

A closed car was one that drove you. If this is an imperfect syllogism, blame it on the fact that it was steamed from the glass of a 16-year-old who had never been in a world of his own; or lack of one-of total victory.
Soccer Team Wins Again
by Rory Donnelly

Embry - Riddle Aeronautical University ran their winning streak to four games in a row with a 4-2 win over Florida Institute of Technology last weekend. The game, played in Melbourne, enhanced the Eagles chances of repeating last year's undefeated season.

From the first goal scored by Riddle's Monica Johnson, the outcome of the game was never in any doubt. Johnson was the only regular that started in the game. It was his third goal of the season.

All of the other three goals for E-RAU were scored by a new player on Coach Mansfield's front line, Albert Nsaba. Nsaba, from Malawi, South Africa, is sure to add strength to the already well-balanced attack of the Eagles.

Next Saturday, the Embry-Riddle Eagles will play host to Oglethorpe University of Atlanta, Georgia at the airport field. Game time is two o'clock.

TEENUS

There will be a tennis movie on Tues., Oct. 11th at 11:15 in Room 110, Building A.

The movie will be covering the Kemper Tournament. It is open to anyone interested. It is about a 40 minute film.

HOT FOOTBALL

$600 prizes awarded in Halloween weekend tournament
DAYTONA BEACH
312 MAIN ST.
OPEN TIL 2AM

SIGMA CHI TEAM OF THE WEEK

Sigma Chi Fraternity continued a fine winning streak by blanking Lambda Chi 20-0. The team was led by Mike Plants, quarterback, who passed for two touchdowns and ran for one more. Mike's favorite receiver for the day was unstoppable Terry Gardner, who caught everything thrown his way.

The defensive squad continued to be the strong point of the team. Captained by Mark Rodgers, they have been scored on only once the entire season. Dan Rees managed to snag three interceptions for the day and one punt return to help set up the scoring.

Sigma Chi is much improved over the beginning of the season and will be a definite contender for the number one spot in the league.

E-RAU FALL VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE

Date 6:30 Game 7:30 Game 8:15 Game
Oct. 10 Faculty-Phoenix James Gang-Spiers Delta Chi-Bye
Oct. 17 Faculty-Spiers Delta Gang-Spiers Phoenix-Phoenix
Oct. 24 Faculty-Delta Chi Phoenix-Delta Chi Phoenix-Spiers
Oct. 31 Faculty-James Gang Delta Chi-Spiers

FOOTBALL

by Bob Argila

The intramural football league is getting tougher every week and this past Sunday there was a lot of hard hitting, as each team tiring to stay in contention.

The Delta Chi Jets set the Sunshine Company in the 9:00 AM opening game and both teams went into this week, undefeated. The first half only score was a safety by the Jets when they fumbled and caught the Sunshine Company runner in the end zone. Both defenses would not budge the rest of the game and the final score wound up at 2-0.

A vastly improved Cowboy team capped off the Sigma Phi Delta squad 25-0. An interception by Gene Colombo, and another one by Brian Melch were returned for touchdowns and started things off. Welch also ran for a touchdown and hit Jack Hutchinson with a pass for the final score.

The Vets also remained undefeated as they beat the Coyotes, 8-0. This was another close game for the first half but a touchdown by Mike Taylor broke the ice for the Vets Club. The stubborn Vet defense also racked up another safety this time lineman Stan Steenboek caught the Coyote runner in the end zone. The Vets remained tied with Delta Chi for first place honors.

Sigma Chi, who has been really surprising everyone this year, got together to whip Lambda Chi Alpha 26-9. Three interceptions by Dan Rees and fine passing by quarterback Mike Plants to his favorite receiver Terry Gardner, put the pressure on Lambda Chi. The win moved Sigma Chi up to 2nd place and left Lambda Chi in last place.

The standings after 4 games are as follows:

Team W L T
Delta Chi Jets 4 0 0
Vets Club 4 0 0
Sigma Chi 3 1 0
Sunshine Co. 2 1 1
Cowboy 1 3 1
Sigma Phi Delta 1 3 1
Lambda Chi Alpha 0 4 0

No games will be played this week because of the holiday on Monday. The games will be rescheduled later.

IMPORTANT: Intramural football meeting Tues., Oct. 24, 6:00PM in Room 107, MISG, A. Three representatives from each team must be there.

BASEBALL practice Sat., 21 at 5:10 PM at the Baseball Field.

A ball in the hand is worth two in the bush.

WILKINSON AVIATION, INC.
NEW SMYRNA BEACH AIRPORT
PHONE 428-6061

BEST RATES IN AREA
(EXTRA LOW CLUB RATES)

TAILWHEEL CHAMP - $10.00
CHEROKEE 160 - $14.00
CESSNA 150 - $10.00
CHEROKEE 140 - $12.00
THIN APACHE - $35.00
(EVEN LOWER RC DRY RATES)
NO MINIMUM Checkout TIME:
SINGLE OR TWIN
-NITE & BAHAMA FLIGHTS ALSO-
Don Kent vs. J.M. Fields

by John Miller

The following is the sequence of events that occurred between K-Mart, a TV store, and J.M. Fields, a competing store, regarding a television set.

24 Sept. - Don went to K-Mart and ordered the set on a C.O.D. basis for $385.00. Don returned to J.M. Fields and showed the proof of purchase to the salesman. The salesman said the difference between the K-Mart price of $499.00 and the J.M. Fields price ($449.00) and arrived at a new cost of $397.00 (plus tax). Don and the salesman proceeded to the credit department to arrange financing. Don was told that the set would be delivered by Saturday, Sept. 28 or Monday at the latest.

21 Sept. - Don returned to J.M. Fields. Credit department personnel told him that they had not yet handled his paper work and would handle it the next day. When the television department salesmen said that the set could not be ordered until credit was approved, Don returned home to get a check and wrote a check for the set. The salesman accepted the check and told Don that the set would be delivered the next morning.

22 Sept. - Don deposited the money in his checking account at 8 a.m. He then called J.M. Fields to ask if the set had been ordered. He was told that his check had not cleared the bank and that the set had not been ordered. At 5 p.m. Don visited the bank and the money was then deposited into his account. Don then returned to J.M. Fields and asked if he had been undercharged $13.00. He wrote another check which was accepted. The salesman told Don that the set would be delivered the next morning.

25 Sept. - Don called J.M. Fields, asking if the set had been ordered. He was told that it had and that the set would be delivered the next morning. Don was told that the time was not known because the set had not arrived at the store.

27 Sept. - Don called J.M. Fields to ask if the set would be delivered on that day. He was told no. Don then called the television department and told him the situation. After conference between the department manager, the sales manager told Don that he thought he was trying to "pull a fast one" and that he was not, that he had ordered the television, and that J.M. Fields was only stalling. The store manager said that he would settle the situation one way or another and Don would get either the set or his money back. Don said that he wanted the television set. This ended the conversation.

28 Sept. - Don called J.M. Fields to ask if the set had arrived. He was told that it had, but that it would be delivered later that day or the next day.

30 Sept. - Don called J.M. Fields and was told by the television salesman to call the store manager. The store manager told Don to come to the store. When he arrived, Don was told by the department manager that the store manager would not allow the sale because the sales slip from K-Mart was not valid. Don told the department manager to call K-Mart to verify its authenticity. The department manager left for a few minutes and upon returning told Don that J.M. Fields was not going to sell him the set and that the department manager had said that the store manager would not allow the sale and Don's money would be returned. Don said that he wanted the set and asked to see the store manager. Don was told the store manager did not want to see or talk to him.

Deciding that further efforts to communicate with J.M. Fields would be useless, Don took the issue to small claims court. At this time the issue is pending until court hearing on November 2nd. Further comment on the situation will not be published until a decision is reached.

Daytona To Honor POW's

by Ron Byhan

On Monday, October 23, there will be a Freedom Tree planting sponsored by VIVA, Voices In Vital America and the Daytona Beach Arlington Garden Club at the Riverfront Park on Beach Street in Daytona Beach.

The Freedom Tree will be planted in honor of Capt. David Gray, son of Mr. and Mrs. David Gray, Ormond Beach. Gray has been listed as a POW for six years. The tree will also serve as a reminder that there are still 1900 POW/MIA's in Vietnam.

VIVA, who will co-sponsor the event, is the student organization responsible for the POW-MIA bracelets, and many other activities similar to the Freedom Tree Planting.

The Freedom Tree was planted in California earlier this year. The planting here Monday will be the sec-
Dr. Pence has suggested that E-RAU departments and the registrar's office consider a pre-registration week, citing cost and the necessity for registration as the main problem. The late registration, he suggests, is causing too many add/drops.

I agree with his reasons, as they are unrefutable. The conclusion is unpalatable. Of his reasons, and I include many others, I suggest the school in-class year around, pre-registration. What do I mean by split? Each registration could be split into 2 sessions, one a couple of weeks before the end of the trimester and the other during the break.

The reasons for this idea are concluded as follows:

1) Near the end of a trimester most students are aware of their class standing and know what they need or want for the next trimester.

2) If the advanced study week is near the end of the trimester, there will be no need to complete the sounds of paperwork presentation in one week after pre-registration. In a four-week semester, registration period will start. This would not cost the school.

3) This will benefit the students who attend off-campus because they would need only one or two sessions of being at the registrar's office. By giving them a period before the end of each term to register, giving them more time away from school, or at least a guide, the break would indicate, for example, 15 weekdays under Dr. Pence's plan.

4) Those students who remain at E-RAU during the Summer term have additional advantages.

5) The national enrollment students who return to E-RAU because they are required an add or drop would continue to return inviolate of using the campus facing the hassles and frustrations of registering by phone.

6) The advanced registration reduces the long and tiring lines. If 600 students try and register for four courses great problems, just imagine what 150 students would do to register.

For Dr. Pence's study was to determine the number of over 2000 add/drops processes. This is a case of the use of a large computer cost of $19,000. To calculate the number of courses, he concluded that registering in March for a trimester, starting in September caused the majority of their add/drops. Therefore, this study suggested to do away with pre-registration. A more correct suggestion would be to make advanced registration closer to the start of the trimester. I made a small unscientific test of what add/drop slips I received. The dominate reason given: "I first registered for anything to get into the system." For the second most stated, "my class was cancelled, but some thing else in its place, then wait for add/drop to get in the class of my first choice."

"I chose classes and open classes after pre-registration, so just waited to add/drop in the class of my first choice."

Surprisingly, a high percentage of people said, "They changed my class time so I moved to another class."

"Last March I registered to stay on postponed, tuition then took part of the summer off."

From this survey, the Manager for easy/re-registration should be dropped and replaced with a later "advanced registration registration session."

In summary, the present problems of closed classes must be dealt with and changing class time must be stopped.

If you have any comments for or against any of the plans, eith the present system, Dr. Pence's plan, or mine. Please write to Dean Spears, Dean Clay, Wilson, Mr. Easler, Mr. Campbell, Mr. Chrest, Mr. Freeman, Mr. Noll, Mr. Yokely, your senator or especially me.

Jim Owen
Air Science Senator
Chairman of Students
Ideas Committee (unofficial)

Emby-Riddle Speech Forum

by John Miller, Jr.

A speech forum will be presented here on Tuesday night, the 21st of November. The forum, sponsored by the Division of Humanities and Social Sciences, will be researched, organized, and presented by students chosen from the speech classes.

In this exercise, students will be divided into two teams, the students will discuss a particular aspect of contemporary society. Topics of discussion will include drug abuse and consumer problems.

At the exact time and location of the forum, the names of the chosen members will be announced at the date. The forum will be open to the public and refreshments will be served during intermission.

December Graduates

Please come by the Dean of Men's Office to be measured for your cap and gown.

Today's Spotlight

Going back to nature seems to be the big thing this year and many rock groups are jumping on the bandwagon. The Eagles are just one of these new combination rock-western.

Composed of Bernie Leadon, guitar, banjo, and vocals; Glenn Frey, vocals and slide guitar; Randy Meisner, bass, and vocals; and Don Henley vocals and drums; the Eagles have finally gained in their favor, there is only one way for them to go up--they have lots of growing to do, but with the potential that they have it shouldn't be too difficult.

Their recent album, which is untitled, shows much of the same style used and popularized by the Eagles in their first album of two years ago. It is extremely noticeable in the first cut of their album one of their smiling songs that is good to hear every so often. When you turn up the volume on this one, the fancy banjo pickin' in the background comes through.

There is only one other song on the first side that was impressed with, "And I'm gonna Sing, Poor So and So's." Here, the pace is slowed down and some beautiful chords are played by sung by Glenn Frey, who wrote the song.

To me, side two does the group alto more justice than side one. Frey writes the word to describe the first cut on this side, "The Train Leaves Here This Morning" and it is with out a doubt my favorite cut on the album. The title of the song is just perfect, as are all the lyrics to this song. The words are the only thing better than the slide guitar playing of Glenn Frey.

All the songs on the album are original and the band members are all quite talented. In the long run, what get you from the Eagles are extremely enjoyable sounds though spirituals, popular Mel Brooks songs, original melodies or lyrics. This album shows much promise in the future from the Eagles.

November will be a big month for sports rallies. The following is the tentative schedule of events.

SAT. NOV. 4--DBSCC annual Hare & Hound Rally.
AROUND CENTRAL FLORIDA
by L.E. (Andy) Andersen

One of the closest attractions to Embry-Riddle is Marineland. It is located on the Intercoastal Highway A1A, approximately 30 miles south of Daytona Beach. The drive along the ocean is intensely scenic. An alternate route via U.S. Highway 95, but the hustle- bustle of the traffic seems to detract from the outing.

For over a third of a century Marineland has entertained, educated, and amazed millions of visitors with an unequalled display of marine life. Hundreds of species can be viewed, photographed, and studied in their natural habitat.

The admission to Marineland is reasonable and would not particularly stress even the smallest budgets of the college student. One admission ticket covers the doors of the entire Marineland complex. Within the complex, one will find sufficient attractions to keep him for a couple of hours or a full day.

The main attraction at Marineland is the pompano show. This 30 minute show demonstrates a fraction of the various talents of these remarkable mammals. During their very entertaining half hour, they will jump, "sing", dance, play ball, and retrieve rings while blindfolded. This last demonstration very clearly points out the "sonar" of the pompano and demonstrates his ability to find objects without seeing them.

The Marineland complex consists partly of circular tanks. Suspended over the circular tank is a movable platform. The attendant sets into this bucket type platform and moves it out over the pool at a height of 10 feet. He is equipped with a generous supply of fish, which he gladly feeds to any pompano that is willing to jump up and take the fish from his hand.

Adjacent to this tank is the rectangular tank, and it contains nearly every imaginable species of salt water fish. The feeding method in this tank is somewhat different from the circular tank, as the attendant is now equipped with a "hard-hat" diving suit and physically walks around the bottom of the tank, hand feeding various species. As the shark is one of the occupants, this man uses extreme caution in his feeding circuit.

A very interesting side-light about this tank and its inhabitants was brought to light by their announcer. Many of the species within the tank come from tropical waters. Therefore, the water in the tank has to be heated during the winter months to sustain proper temperatures for these fish. I thought this rather unusual in Florida.

There are other displays and tanks at Marineland which will have to be seen when one visits this interesting and educational attraction. Your time spent in the Pompano Room will be well rewarded not only with enjoyment but also with knowledge.

Placement

The Marine Corps Office of Selection Team will be on campus at the Student Center, Monday and Tuesday, October 30 and 31, from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Good luck to the Airframe and Powerplant Technicians who are completing course requirements this week. If you haven't been by the Placement Office to check on employment opportunities and to complete your graduate placement form, please do so. There are approximately 30 available jobs listed for Airframe and Powerplant Technicians.

For those seniors graduating in December, please fill out the graduate placement form on your earliest convenience. If you desire assistance with a resume and cover letter, please don't wait until the last minute to accomplish this.

We have received the 1973 College Placement Annual which you may borrow to reference. Also, I have available for handout, a brochure on interviewing which may give you some helpful information.

The new Aviation Employment Report should be arriving around October 20.

FOR SALE-10-speed (French make), one month old, original price $118.00, selling price $79.00. Contact Rau Box 668.

FOR SALE- 1970 Honda CL 350- red, perfect condition - $695.00. Contact Gary Cohen- ERAU Box 833 or 1025A Main Terrace, Daytona.

FOR SALE- Fleetwood Traveler 52' X 12', 2 bedrooms with aircond., carpet, some furniture, utility room, very clean on lot near E-801, Junction of 92 and 95. Call Dick Smith at 767-6999.


FOR SALE

RCA Television 18" B & W portable

...$30.00

complete w/stand

...$55.00

G.E. air conditioner 6,000 B.T.U. ...$125.00

Call 253-6781, Ext. 185 after 6 p.m. or leave note in Box 4052.

FOR SALE

1971 Concord Mobile Home

2 bedrooms, furnished, good air conditioning $5,200. Call 767-9675.

FOR SALE- Scuba Regulator

U.S. Divers Royal Aqua Master- almost new, was $115, now $45. Box 4396

DISCOUNT PRICES TO E-801 STUDENTS

- MACHINE SHOP SERVICE
- BALANCING
- Blueprinting

ONE OF DAYTONA'S MOST COMPLETE INVENTORIES OF:
- DOMESTIC & FOREIGN AUTO PARTS
- REPLACEMENT PARTS
- H.P. PERFORMACE PARTS

VOLUSIA AUTO PARTS 252-9642
841 Volusia Ave. 1/4 machine shop

KITTLE MART

Submarine

Sorrento

DELECTABLES

OVER 50 VARIETIES

OPEN 5 DAYS

PHONE 253-1817

HOURS

MON. - SAT. 8 - 8
SUNDAYS 10 - 6

EATING IN OR TAKE OUT

FOR YOUR EATING PLEASURE, WE HAVE

50 VARIETIES OF SANDWICHES PLUS

DINNERS AND HOMEMADE SALADS

CATERING AVAILABLE FOR

SMALL OR LARGE GROUPS

MADE TO ORDER

20% OFF

When you eat at the

20% OFF IN THE RESTAURANT
10% OFF IN THE LOUNGE

AIRPORT RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
UNDER MANAGEMENT OF
Jerry's

If you feel like this guy looks after the flight, you can refresh yourself at our lounge.

20% OFF IN THE RESTAURANT
10% OFF IN THE LOUNGE

AIRPORT EMPLOYEES, EMORY-RIDDLE STUDENTS AND EMPLOYEES, WITH IDENTIFICATION

FOR SALE- (Prices available on request)

.30 Cal. U.S. Carbine

w/30 Rd Mag and folding stock.

.30-06 Cal. U.S. Model 1917, Mint Condition.


.30-40 Krag Rifle N.R.A., good condition.

.45-70 Trapdoor Spring- 

field N.R.A., good condition.

.45 Cal. U.S. Government Auto Pistol New Mark IV .22 Cal.45-22 Master- piece, new

Call John Tipton after 6:00 PM, 767-7231.
Loans Are Available For You

The Financial Aid office at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University has a number of financial aid programs available for students with a monetary need. Eligibility is based on a confidential application from the student for assessment of his financial position. Under the various aid programs an applicant must be a full-time student, make normal academic progress, and be of good character and citizenship. Although formal awards cannot be made until an applicant is accepted by the University, prospective students are encouraged to apply as soon as possible for assistance.

The College Work-Study Program provides part-time employment for students, particularly those from low-income families. The part-time schedule may involve work at the university or a public or private, non-profit organization in the community.

The Educational Opportunity Grant Program provides federal assistance to those not financially able to attend the university without a grant. A new program, the Florida Student Assistance Grant Program, is available for qualified Florida residents who have an exceptional need for financial aid. The maximum grant available is $1,000 per academic year with priority given to entering freshmen and transfer students.

Pursuit of a college education is very taxing in effort, money, and time. The rewards and opportunities for college graduates are increasingly attractive, especially in aviation related fields. Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University serves the needs of both students and industry as the world’s only totally aviation oriented university with six degree disciplines, a Maintenance Technology Program, and a Professional Pilot Program.

The Federally Insured Student Loan is a program designed to meet the needs of students from middle and upper-income levels. This program involves student application to financial institutions such as participating banks, savings and loan associations or credit unions.

Another loan program, the National Direct Student Loan, provides a maximum of $1,000 per academic year for undergraduate studies. Repayment of the loan with 3% interest usually begins nine months after the borrower ceases to be a full-time student for 10 years to make repayment. Postponement of repayment may be granted for as much as three years if the borrower is subsequently serving in the Armed Forces, Peace Corps, or VISTA.

The Beef & Bottle Story

OUR CONCEPT IS A SIMPLE ONE-- A HEARTY DRINK, AN INVITING SALAD BAR, A THICK STEAK AND A MAMMOTH SIZED POTATO-- SERVED ATTENTIVELY BY MAITRES IN AN INTIMATE DINING ROOM.

HAPPY HOUR EVERY FRIDAY 4:30 - 6:30
HORS D’ŒUVRES AND ALL DRINKS 1/2 PRICE

200 MAGNOLIA AVE.
253-2153

There is no truth to the rumor that a simple notice could have been sent around to announce a HOLIDAY MONDAY!

TUES-SPAGHETTI W MEAT SAUCE $0.99
WED-RAVIOLI W MEAT SAUCE $0.99

Both WITH SALAD & GARLIC BREAD

8-11 PM

BCHLITZ & BUDWEISER DRAFT $1.54

Two Pool Tables

HOURS: SUN, TUES, WED, THURS: 5-11
FRI & SAT: 5-1
CLOSED MONDAY

DERBYSHIRE PLAZA 0 255-4178
8TH STREET + DERBYSHIRE

BRING E-MAIL ID FOR SPECIAL

The Super Unisex

GUYS

DO YOUR OWN THING!

LONG MAY BE IN, BUT

SHAPE IS WHERE IT'S AT

SHAMPOO & CONDITIONED BLOWER STYLED

$7.00

SUPER NO SET-STAYS GREAT

WASH & WEAR HAIRCUT

SHAG & LIONESS

$5.00 OR

NATURAL DOG

SHTICK FOR BEAUTY

SUPER UNISEX

KMARtplAZA 252-3783
GRANTPLAZA 253-3689

GREEN ACTION "SUPER HACK" MISSING

by Gene Wages

(iergend jemand er-sah die Niederlage) translated means some one got destroyed and that's literally what happened during Sunday's Intercolligate match between Embry-Riddle, St. John's College of Palatka, and Florida Institute of Technology of Melbourne. Paul Loughrey, Stan Bartlett, John Bishop, and Gene Wages turned in a blazing four man total of 333 to beat John's and P.F.T.'s, by 9 and 36 strokes respec-tively. This was the first time that a three way match has been won in its entirety by the Embry-Riddle golf team. Gene Wages had a splendid day on the greens and sank a total of four birdie putts.

Bill Georgeff has gained the distinction of being the most likely to succeed and has been playing extremely well during the past two weeks. Bill participated in today's tourna-

ment and played a nice round. (You should see his caddy.) Today's ac-

tion was blessed by the presence of Mrs. Patty Bartlett, Thel Georgeff, and Janice Bishop which enhanced the attitude of all golfers, especially their husbands. A spe-

cial thanks goes to Thel Georgeff for staying with Coach Spears during the final rounds and helping to suppress any anxieties that he may have had prior to the score being posted. Dean Spears intended to present a "Super Hack" award this week but Walt Guy has suddenly dis-

appeared.

Additional tournament results for 17 October at Station and 20 October at Sunair (now Smyrna) will be con-

cluded in next week's Avion. Anyone desiring to partici-pate in compe-

titive golf, contact Dean Spears at his of-

fice in the administra-

tive building.